Smarter decisions start with visuals

Lucidchart is the visual workspace that helps you see more, know more, and do more.

Trusted by over 15 million users worldwide, Lucidchart is the leading solution for diagramming in Atlassian. Easily embed diagrams in Confluence pages and attach diagrams directly to Jira issues. See where Lucidchart wins:

Give everyone the chance to work visually

A picture is worth a thousand words—with an intuitive interface and hundreds of templates, Lucidchart helps anyone communicate ideas and information through visuals.

Understand data in context

Bring together diagrams and data from Excel, AWS, Azure, GCP, Zapier, Salesforce, LinkedIn Sales Navigator, and more, or use automated layout to generate visuals from data.

Build a shared perspective

Real-time collaboration keeps everyone on the same page, no matter where they are located or what operating system they use.

Improve your tech stack

Lucidchart works where you work—enrich your existing apps when you integrate Lucidchart with leading platforms such as G Suite, Atlassian, Slack, Salesforce, and Microsoft Office.

Scale your org

Teamwork only happens if your team can actually work. Lucidchart offers enterprise support and advanced security so your entire organization can collaborate seamlessly.

What are the benefits of using Lucidchart with Atlassian?

The Lucidchart cloud application provides many capabilities and benefits, including:

- Embed and access Lucidchart documents through our G Suite and Microsoft Office integrations.
- Share diagrams directly to Slack channels or individuals chats for faster communication.
- Flexible licensing, where all users can view and comment on documents for free.
- Automated diagram creation, including org charts, UML sequence diagrams, and ERDs.

Learn more at lucidchart.com